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Abstract
Computer holography is a growing research field that must pay attention to two main issues concerning computing effort: 
the visualization of a 3D virtual scene with photo-realistic quality and the bottleneck related to hologram digitizalition and 
visualization limits. This work shows a computational approach based on a Monte Carlo path-tracing algorithm, which 
accounts for both geometrical and physical phenomena involved in hologram generation, and, therefore, makes a feasible 
estimation of computing time costs. As these holograms also require yet unavailable visualization devices, their behavior 
needs to be simulated by computer techniques.

Keywords Computer-generated hologram · 3D · SLM

Introduction

Photo-realistic rendering is one of the primary goals in Com-
puter Graphics. Much progress has been made in graphics 
over the years in a bid to attain this goal, with significant 
advancement in 3D model acquisition and representation, 
such as measurement and representation of object surface 
properties (BRDF, sub-surface scattering), or modeling of 
natural objects and phenomena, such as plants, water, fog, 
smoke, snow, fire or rainbows. The cause is also aided by 
more sophisticated graphics hardware offering faster render-
ing, accurate shading via programmable vertex and pixel 
engines, larger caches and memory footprints and floating-
point pixel formats. In other words, a variety of well-estab-
lished approaches and systems are available for rendering 
models. See the surveys on physically based rendering [20], 
global illumination methods [3], and photon mapping [9].

Despite all the advances in traditional computer graph-
ics areas, competing with the complexity of images of real 
scenes is still challenging. This difficulty in achieving pho-
torealism with conventional 3D and model-based graphics 
has led researchers to take a kind of “shortcut” and work 
directly with real images. This approach is called Image-
Based Modeling and Rendering (IBMR).

IBMR techniques have received considerable attention as 
a robust alternative to traditional geometry-based techniques 
for image synthesis. These use images rather than geom-
etry as the main primitives for rendering different views of 
a scene. There are also techniques mixing both geometry 
and image-based methods, each to a different level. Previ-
ous surveys related to image-based rendering have suggested 
characterizing techniques based on how image-centric or 
geometry-centric they are. This has resulted in the image-
versus-geometry-based continuum of rendering techniques 
or IBMR continuum [11, 17].

Figure 1 classifies the various rendering techniques into 
three categories, namely, rendering with no geometry, ren-
dering with implicit geometry, and rendering with explicit 
geometry. These categories, rather than as absolute discrete, 
should actually be viewed as a continuum, given that some 
techniques defy strict categorization.

In this paper, we have extended the IBMR continuum 
by introducing computer-generated holography (CGH) 
[23] as the key technology to integrate synthetic 3D imag-
ing into holography (see Fig. 1), and attain both the best 
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photo-realistic rendering quality and optimum viewing expe-
rience. This extension is based on the behavior of the human 
visual system and novel spatial image display technologies 
that will become mainstream at some stage.

To attain a photo-realistic effect in an image, geometri-
cal (i.e., distances, angles, occluded and hidden surfaces) 
and physical (absorption, reflection, refraction or diffrac-
tion, polarization, etc.) behaviors are the main concerns. 
However, synthesized scenes must be presented in a display 
favoring their spatial perception by the viewer, so they can 
truly perceive a full three-dimensional sensation when look-
ing at the scenes. Although this task has been approached 
from different perspectives over the years (single-image 
display, stereoscopic display, holography), each requiring 
different scene representations (single or dual radiance maps 
and interference maps, among others), and using different 
calculation methods (such as ray tracing, path tracing, point-
source wave propagation or Fourier wave propagation), none 
has fulfilled the requirements of realistic image appearance 
and suitable image display for real 3D perception. Tradi-
tional rendering techniques use complex geometric and 
appearance models, but rendering results are only plain 
images or stereo pairs at most. Holography, on the other 
hand, delivers a powerful light field display, but the tradi-
tional sources of holographic images are merely analog cap-
tures or extremely simple synthetic models, usually due to 
unbearable algorithm complexity and cost.

This work presents a Monte Carlo based formalism to 
include the complex geometrical and physical behavior of 
a scene in the synthesis of the light wave front generated by 
an object, which can serve to generate an interference map 
suitable for display using holographic means. This technique 
pushes the boundaries of technology in two main aspects: 
the huge computing power needed to simulate the scene, and 
holographic display devices, usually referred to as SLMs 
(spatial light modulators), with enough quality (with respect 
to bandwidth and resolution) to display these high-quality 
holograms. Looking forward to what the future can offer in 
terms of SLM technology advances, we would also like to 
predict the level of quality that could be reached with these 

new display devices, and therefore, a simulator for upcoming 
SLM display devices is also needed. This simulator can be 
verified using it to model current SLMs and then compar-
ing results with real devices. This paper also presents an 
estimation of computing time for rendering and visualiza-
tion to predict the power needs for dynamic holographic 
applications.

Consequently, the pros and cons of stereoscopic display 
versus holographic display, taking the human visual sys-
tem into account, and the basic holographic principles are 
addressed in "Fundamentals of 3D Imagery Display" sec-
tion. "Holographic Monte Carlo Path Tracing (HMCPT)" 
section contains a description of the holographic Monte 
Carlo path-tracing method and an estimation of the time 
involved in these calculations. Sections "Image Reconstruc-
tion from Synthetic Digital Holograms" and "Results Com-
parison" deals comparations between simulated and real 
3D scenes get from SLM. Finally, the conclusions of this 
research are summarized in "Conclusions and Future Work" 
section. The calculations for both hologram design and cost 
estimations are compiled in Appendix A.

Fundamentals of 3D Imagery Display

The two main methods used to display imagery in a way 
that offers a kind of 3D feel are stereoscopic displays and 
holographic displays. The principles of both are fundamen-
tally different.

Stereoscopic displays have been on the market for several 
years. As a result, their image quality, for example resolution 
and color reproduction, is good, even if they have not yet 
succeeded in breaking through as a mass-market product. 
Holographic displays, however, are still at the lab or proto-
type stage.

Concerning 3D imagery, currently available display 
devices can all be referred to as spatial light modulators 
(SLMs). They can modify the intensity (and, consequently, 
color, when applied on a spectral level) and/or phase of an 
incident light beam. SLMs are implemented using several 

Fig. 1  IBMR continuum: 
rendering types for synthetic 
images (from [22]). Solid lines 
are related with established 
techniques and dashed lines 
show the approximation in this 
work
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technologies, such as a liquid-crystal display (LCD), a liq-
uid crystal on silicon (LCOS) display or a micro-mirror 
display (MMD); all are electrically addressable SLMs (or 
EASLMs). There exist also analog media, known as opti-
cally addressable spatial light modulators (OASLMs) or 
acoustic-optical modulators.

The Human Visual System: Stereoscopic Versus 
Holographic Display

Stereoscopic displays provide two different images of the 
same object, one for the observer’s left eye and one for the 
right eye. These images are displayed either simultaneously 
or sequentially, in other words, by either spatial or temporal 
multiplexing. Each image is displayed on an SLM, which, 
in most cases, is an LCD. Each eye directly perceives the 
image as it is displayed on the SLM. Spatial or temporal 
beam-splitting techniques make each eye see only its asso-
ciated image. Both images should be generated depending 
on eye position, and only offer a kind of realistic 3D feel if 
viewed from these specific positions. Consequently, if the 
eye position changes, both images have to be generated again 
from scratch.

Holographic displays can reproduce the full scalar light 
field (or light wave front) coming from the scene. Only 
after the display has generated this light wave front, does 
the observer choose the point of view and reproduce both 
eyes’ images. Ideally, a holographic object reconstruction 
perfectly mimics a real object. Rather than the display device 
itself, observers perceive the 3D object reconstructed in 
space by the hologram. When viewing a hologram, observ-
ers can change their point of view (within specific limits that 
will be defined later) onto the wave front and see a different 
view of the object.

In both proposals, the human visual system uses two 
depth cues characterizing the difference in spatial vision in 
a stereoscopic display and in a holographic display: conver-
gence of the eyes and accommodation, in other words, focus 
of the eye lens. Figure 2 demonstrates these depth cues. For 
normal viewing, an object (the sphere) is seen by both eyes. 
The eyes converge toward the object with a convergence 
angle � . The human vision system merges the two images 
seen by the eyes and deduces depth information. Conver-
gence and accommodation are both depth cues. The eye 
lens focuses on the object, thereby optimizing the perceived 
contrast. Both depth cues provide depth information. The 
normal viewing situation also applies to holographic dis-
plays, as they mimic a real existing object by reconstructing 
the light wave front that would be generated by a real object.

Stereoscopic displays inherently fail to provide conclusive 
depth information. Autostereograms and stereoscopic dis-
plays provide two images with different perspective views, 
as indicated by the two small circles on the display plane. 

The eyes have the correct convergence angle,  as if they were 
looking at the real object. However, the eye lenses focus on 
the image plane, as both images are displayed on the dis-
play plane. Therefore, there is an inherent mismatch between 
depth information from convergence and from accommoda-
tion. Furthermore, stereoscopic displays are only an approxi-
mation to natural viewing, as each image seen by the eyes is 
flat. All depth layers of an object that spread in space appear 
at the same depth plane on the display. The informational 
difference between convergence and focus may lead to vision 
problems such as eyestrain and fatigue if they are too large, 
and, if the stereoscopic display is watched for a long time, 
usability of stereoscopic displays decreases.

Conversely, holographic displays mimic natural eye 
behavior from the point of view of convergence and accom-
modation, which can predict them as future devices when 
the actual technological restrictions are overcome.

Stereoscopic displays are designed for (theoretically) 
just one observer; others would see the scene with some 
kind of fault, such as distortion, double image, etc. In con-
trast, the 3D scene shown by a holographic display can be 
(theoretically again) observed from multiple points of view, 
limited only by the field of view defined by display device 
technology.

Basis of Holography

Holography is based on the light diffraction theory. A 
hologram can be defined as a combination of gratings and, 
in turn, a grating is defined in Born and Wolf [1] as “any 
arrangement which imposes on an incident wave a periodic 
variation of amplitude or phase, or both”; that is, holo-
graphic images are based on light diffraction. In the ideal 
case, light diffracted at the hologram plane with the diffrac-
tion pattern encoded on it shows the same wave front as the 
light that would be generated by a real object.

Fig. 2  Stereographic viewing versus natural viewing: a autostereo-
gram, bnatural viewing
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Holography dates from 1947, from the work by Denis 
Gabor. It is a well-established discipline and, in essence, 
consists in saving a diffraction pattern in a suitable recording 
medium (e.g., a photosensitive plate). When this medium is 
adequately illuminated, a wave front similar to that gener-
ated by an object is recovered. The procedure to achieve this 
result is based on the registration and subsequent reconstruc-
tion of the object wave front by interference with a reference 
wave.

Figure 3 shows the registration and operation mode of 
a hologram schematically: In the registration stage, a real 
object (e.g., the spheres) is illuminated by some kind of light 
source that is spatially and temporally coherent with a ref-
erence wave R(�) (see Fig. 3a), which, in turn, illuminates 
registration media at the hologram plane. Therefore, it is 
possible to know the amplitude and phase generated for all 
points of the scene ( Ui(�) , Uj(�),...) in all hologram plane 
points pi.

In the reconstruction stage, all wave fronts of an object 
point Ui(�) are recovered from a reconstruction wave R(�) 
similar to that used in the registration stage. Figure 3b shows 
how the hologram works: using R(�) as illumination wave, 
phase and/or intensity variations introduced by a hologram 
give the object wave.

Math for Hologram Recording

Generating a hologram requires encoding both the ampli-
tude and phase of the original wave front across a plane of 
observation into intensity variations, which is converted to 
transparency or phase variation levels at the time of registra-
tion. In scalar wave optics, a light wave is defined as scalar 
amplitude [1]:

If we separate the time and space oscillating terms:

We can define a complex amplitude

with module and phase, so

As the time part will be consistent across all the scene, we 
can just disregard it, and use only the complex amplitude (or 
phasor) for the hologram calculations.

The light coming from a scene can be modeled as a set of 
spherical waves Ui(�) originating at each point of the object. 
Then, the complex amplitude of this spherical wave on a 
point � the hologram plane is:

where phase �i(�) on the SLM plane for a wave Ui(�) travel-
ling from object point �i can be defined as

where offset 0 ≤ �i,0 ≤ 2� is an initial condition for each 
point of the scene.

The object wave U(�) is the superposition of all the ele-
mentary waves ( Ui(�),..., Uj(�) ) originating on all points in 
our scene:

(1)u(�) = U(�) ei(�⋅�−�⋅t+�0)

(2)u(�) = U(�) ei(�⋅�+�0) ei(−�⋅t)

(3)U(�) = U(�) ei(�⋅�+�0) = U(�) ei�(�)

(4)u(�) = U(�) ei(−�⋅t)

(5)Ui(�) = Ui(�) e
i�i(�)

(6)�i(�) =
2�

�
‖� − �i‖ + �i,0

(7)U(�) =
∑
i

Ui(�) = U(�) ei�(�)

Fig. 3  Basic schema for digital holography registration and operation. 
For clarity reasons, the direction of reference wave R(�) is opposite 
to the direction of object waves and only two plane coordinates and 
two object coordinates are shown. Scheme a shows the main ele-

ments: holo plane, light source, object waves ( Ui(�) , Uj(�),...) and 
reference wave ( R(�) ), used in hologram registration procedure. In 
scheme b the hologram is illuminated with a reference beam ( R(�) ) 
and recreates the 3D scene
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If the hologram plane is illuminated with both U(�) and a 
reference wave R(�) = R(�) ei�R(�) , the total complex wave 
H(�) on each point on the HP plane is the superposition 
(interference) of both. The resulting complex wave after 
interference at the HP plane can be calculated as:

and the hologram can be defined as the interference pattern 
of the object light wave U(�) with the reference wave R(�) . 
From now on, and for the sake of clarity, all references to 
positional parameters � or � will be ommited in the formulas.

When U is added with a reference wave R , total intensity 
at hologram plane is calculated with the following well known 
expression:

When a plate of photosensitive material is placed at the HP 
plane, it behaves with a linear response to the energy carried 
by the incident waves, so it is possible to record I(�) getting 
a transmittance function t(�) proportional to it.

Then, the hologram (understood as a photosensitive plate 
that stores the transmittance function t(�) ) encodes com-
bined information of both the amplitude and the phase of the 
object wave U . More specifically, this plate is much more 
sensitive to variations in phase difference � − �R , than to 
absolute value of intensity itself.

When this hologram is later illuminated with a reconstruction 
wave R≃ similar to the reference one R (see Fig. 3b), the light 
wavefront exiting from the hologram is composed by four terms:

First two terms are related with registered intensities IU and 
IR . There are another two terms associated to real image U 
and conjugate image U∗ , respectively [5].

It is usually assumed, without loss of generality, that both 
R(�) and R�(�) are plane waves, with amplitude normalized 
to 1 and perpendicular to hologram plane, so phase is the same 
on every point, and can even be set arbitrarily equal to 0. Under 
these assumptions, registration and reconstruction waves 
becomes just R(�) = 1 and R�(�) = 1 . Then, the expression 
for the wave exiting the hologram plane becomes:

(8)H(�) = U(�) +R(�) =
∑
i

Ui(�) +R(�)

(9)

I = H ×H
∗

= (U +R) × (U +R)∗

= (U × U
∗) + (R ×R

∗) + (U ×R
∗) + (U∗ ×R)

= IU + IR + |U||R| cos(� − �R)

(10)t ∝ I = IU + IR + |U||R| cos(� − �R)

(11)
Uout = t R�

∝ IUR
� + IRR

� + (R∗
R

�) U + (RR
�) U∗

(12)Uout = k + U + U
∗

Even in this scenario, there are practical issues to solve [13]: 
removing the IU , IR and conjugate images terms or reducing 
speckle noise are those that can be address via computing 
effort.

Math for Hologram Synthesis

The primary goal for hologram recording is to obtain the 
phase (and/or intensity) pattern of a light wave front over 
a plane and save it on a registration medium, which will 
be used later to modify an illumination wave with well-
defined propagation parameters R(�) wave in Fig 3) to 
re-obtain the original wave front U(�) . The reference illu-
mination wave plays a decisive role in this process. The 
entire analog holography process is based on interference 
to obtain a wave with an intensity that is proportional to 
phase shifts. For this reason, if we only use a monochro-
matic laser source with constant propagation vector � , 
perpendicular to the SLM plane, the mathematical expres-
sions are then the simplest among all the configurations.

If this entire process is moved to the digital domain, we 
do not need any interference tricks to obtain information 
about phase shifts of waves on the SLM plane as they can 
just be numerically evaluated. Consequently, there is no 
need for interference with a reference wave of any kind, 
just a numerical model of object waves Ui(�) , which should 
be evaluated at the SLM plane as Ui(�) , and added together 
to obtain the full wave front H(�) reaching the SLM plane:

It is worth noting that no reference wave is used in this com-
puterized version of hologram registration. The numerical 
values for amplitude H(�) and/or phase �(�) can be loaded 
on a digital SLM from H(�) to be illuminated with a coher-
ent light source, and our wave front retrieved.

Several approaches can define object wave sources Ui(�) 
for virtual 3D scenarios and propagate and add them to 
the hologram plane. They are based on point sets, primi-
tive meshes and Fourier transform methods. There are 
also efforts to extend the usual computer graphics tools 
to address issues of CGH tasks, such as ray tracing to 
obtain correct occlusion [25], the scattering-transmission 
function [15] or random-phase method to speckle noise 
reduction [21]. These approaches can work both in object 
and in image/SLM space:

Object Space
Select which elements in the scene generate individual 

wave fronts and propagate them to the hologram plane. 

(13)H(�) = U(�) =
∑
i

Ui(�) = H(�) ei�(�)
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These methods can use different elements to generate 
waves:

– Point sets: select individual points all over the scene, 
define a spherical wave starting at each one, and propa-
gate them to every SLM pixel.

– Complex primitives: mesh the scene using some kind of 
primitives, for which defining the light wave front they 
emit is simple enough, and propagate them. This is cur-
rently only feasible for triangles.

– Fourier methods: slice the object space in planes that are 
parallel to the HP, which allow using Fourier transform 
propagation methods for waves.

Image/SLM Space
For each pixel � on the SLM, obtain all the points in the 

scene contributing to interference at U(�) . Although this is 
usually done by simple ray casting, it can be enhanced with 
path-tracing methods to improve quality and realism.

The final aim of this paper is to use a full Monte Carlo 
path-tracing algorithm to generate realistic images that 
can be visualized with holographic methods. However, to 
achieve this goal, a full infrastructure for simulation and vis-
ualization must be validated first. In this preliminary work, 
we use a point-set approximation to define complex object 
wave fronts, generate holograms and visualize them. This 
synthetic hologram generation and visualization pipeline is 
validated with some examples by comparing the simulation 
and real visualization of the models on a physical SLM. We 
also propose extending these algorithms to full Monte Carlo 
path-tracing generated holograms in "Holographic Monte 
Carlo Path Tracing (HMCPT)" section.

Limits of Holographic Display

As has been noted before, holograms are usually treated as 
the superposition of planar gratings and the limit of their 
spatial frequency is given by pixel size: a grating whose 
elements are separated by distance P diffracts a normally 
incident beam of light of wavelength � into a set of beams, 
at angles �n given by

This is known as the grating equation. The finer the grating 
spacing (P), the greater the angular separation of the dif-
fracted beams. The order zero corresponds to n = 0 , the first 
orders to n = +1 and n = −1 , and so on.

The detailed structure of the repeating pattern determines 
the form of the individual diffracted beams and their rela-
tive intensity, while the grating spacing always determines 
the angles of the diffracted beams. For digital media (e.g., 

(14)sin(�n) =
n�

P
, n = 0,±1,±2,±3, ...

displays, TV, etc.), the minimum hologram period is P = 2p , 
where p is the pixel size.

The physical parameters of the human visual system, 
such as field of view, spatial resolution or visible spectrum, 
among others, are limited. Therefore, the spatial bandwidth 
of a holographic display device may also be limited based on 
the corresponding limitations of the human visual system. 
Studies of the human visual system show that the field of 
view, 2�v , in which the retina has the maximum resolution, 
is between 2 and 5 degrees. However, the resolution of the 
perceived image, derived from the intensity on the retina, 
degrades for higher viewing angles. In any case, a low-reso-
lution image may still extend to 100–140 degrees of viewing 
angle, intriducing what is known as peripheral vision.

Semiconductor technologies are currently involved in a 
race to improve SLM devices: state of the art for commer-
cial ones offers a pixel pitch of about 5 �m and an SLM 
size of about 2 cm. The diffraction angle is under 10◦ and 
drops when control of the diffraction efficiency is manda-
tory (as each period needs more pixels). These data are far 
from being suitable for commercial holographic displays. 
For example, [2] concludes that a 100 mm × 100 mm holo-
gram and a diffraction angle of 15◦ × 15◦ would require a 
pixel pitch of 1.18 μm × 1.18 μm.

In addition, for a digital hologram whose size is Lmax 
and whose pixel period is �p , the required number of pixels 
along one axis is Lmax∕�p . All these fundamental relation-
ships directly affect cost computing, defining the bandwidth 
to record a specific hologram. Previous works show that 
using three wavelengths and 30 fps implies 3.6 × 1011 pixels 
per second. These estimations are made once the holograms 
are already calculated and do not include the time cost to 
synthesize the scene.

To understand real bandwidth needs, it should be noted 
that an analog reflection hologram (used in classical holog-
raphy to display 3D scenes) can have diffraction patterns 
with a spatial frequency of 3000 l/mm (lines per millim-
eter) (even more); this clearly implies sub-micron pixel size 
(at least 0.3 μm). Since current visualization devices have 
limited spatial frequency, imposed by pixel size, any efforts 
made to achieve realistic scenes could be compromised by 
this limitation.

The synthesis of scenes based on ray tracing, such as the 
one described in the previous section, allows simple scenes 
to be generated directly but as the scene contains more infor-
mation—more points—problems related to the SLM resolu-
tion and dynamic range appear, which affects image quality.

Simulation is a tool that allows us to predict the behavior 
of these devices in advance. The computation problem is, 
in this case, twofold. First, from a synthetic 3D scene, the 
hologram presented to the SLM must be known. In a second 
step, the 3D scene can be visualized by modeling the behav-
ior of the SLM, which, in the first approximation, is related 
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to pixel size and the modulation of intensity and phase that 
it introduces into the illumination beam.

The results of this simulation can be contrasted with the 
behavior of real SLMs. From there we can foresee the behav-
ior of SLMs that are not currently on the market due to the 
aforementioned manufacturing limitations.

Holographic Monte Carlo Path Tracing 
(HMCPT)

Path tracing is a computer graphics Monte Carlo method 
for rendering images of 3D scenes so that global illumina-
tion is faithful to reality. Fundamentally, the algorithm then 
performs the integration of all the illuminance arriving at 
a single point on the surface of an object. Next, the illumi-
nance is reduced by a surface reflectance function (BRDF) 
or a surface transmittance function (BSDF) to determine 
how much of it will go towards the camera on the viewpoint. 
This integration procedure is repeated for every pixel in the 
output image. When combined with physically accurate 
models of surfaces, accurate models of real light sources 
and optically correct cameras, path tracing can produce still 
images that are indistinguishable from photographs.

Path tracing naturally simulates several effects, such as 
soft shadows (sampling the solid angle of the light sources), 
depths of field (sampling the camera aperture), motion blur 
(sampling the shutter time), indirect lighting and interre-
flection (sampling path traversal) or dispersion (sampling 
in wavelength). By working with the electromagnetic field, 
polarization, interference and diffraction effects can be simu-
lated, and by sampling the area associated with the image 
pixel, aliasing phenomena can be reduced.

Since path tracing is accurate and unbiased, it is used 
to generate reference images when testing the quality of 
other rendering algorithms. Obtaining high-quality images 
from this method requires tracing many rays to avoid noisy 
artifacts.

The light traveling to the observer may come from differ-
ent physical effects, which are usually classified as reflection 
and transmission. There are different types of reflection and 
transmission functions, and each algorithm used to solve 
the global illumination problem can accurately capture only 
some of them, or, in other words, follow different kinds of 
paths for light propagation.

To describe combinations of paths an algorithm can sim-
ulate, it is common to code each kind of interaction with a 
character K: 

E  step where light reaches to the eye
D  diffuse reflection or transmission
G  glossy reflection or transmission
S  specular reflection or refraction

L  light emission on a source

and use regular expressions to describe the paths each algo-
rithm can follow: 

K+  one or more of K events
K∗  zero or more of K events
K?  zero or one K event(
K ∣ K�

)
  a K or K’ event

Particular rendering techniques may be characterized by 
the paths that they consider: 

ED∗L  radiosity
E(D ∣ G)L  ray casting
E[S∗](D ∣ G)L  recursive ray tracing

Standard MCPT

In traditional MCPT, rays are shot from the eye through 
pixels on the image plane and paths are created through the 
scene. The illumination reflected to the eye is computed at 
each intersection point between the path and the scene. A 
path is cut off after a random number of bouncing steps, so 
that the light propagation is stopped. This light is stored at 
a pixel on the image plane. Obtaining a precise estimation 
of the light arriving at a certain pixel requires evaluating 
multiple paths for each of them.

Basic schema for standard MCPT is depicted in Fig. 4a, 
where “light source” is the simulated illumination source 
and the observer will see the 3D scenario through the image 
window.

With the encoding depicted above, path tracing can be 
described as

For each pixel on the image plane, paths are defined starting 
from the eye and passing through the pixel. On each scat-
tering event, a reflected or refracted ray direction is chosen 
depending on the BDSF of the material, thus performing 
correct Monte Carlo integration.

Holographic MCPT

In our Holographic Monte Carlo Path Tracing (HMCPT), 
a path is also cut off after a random number of bouncing 
steps, but the light coming from points in the scene needs to 
be propagated to every pixel at the SLM registration media, 
because we must manage light as a scalar wave, not just as 
a single reflected ray. This can be implemented either by 
modeling the emitted light as a spherical wave front or by 

(15)E[(D ∣ G)S]∗(D ∣ G)
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shooting multiple rays for each pixel on the SLM. Our basic 
schema is depicted in Fig. 4b, where the SLM will register 
the appearance of the scene as a whole wave front. Later, 
when a set of multiple observers look at the SLM under the 
right illumination conditions, they will be able to see the 
real 3D scenario, each from a different point of view (or eye 
position). The SLM stores the scene appearance for a whole 
range of points of view (under the limits defined in "Limits 
of Holographic Display" section).

In this method, multiple rays are also shot to calculate 
each pixel on the SLM, but they do not depend on eye posi-
tion (for hologram calculation there is no eye). Instead they 
should cover all solid angles from where light can reach the 
pixel on the SLM or every point-wave source that is part of 
the scene.

The Holographic Monte Carlo Path Tracing (HMCPT) 
Algorithm

Our goal with this HMCPT algorithm is to have a static 
scene (i.e., geometry and materials do not change over time) 
and be able to generate a sequence of images in real time as 
the viewer changes position.

This real-time requirement can be defined as our target 
FPS (frames per second) render rate. This FPS rate ranges 
from 25 FPS for traditional cinema, 50FPS for computer dis-
played images, and up to 100 or 200 FPS for a high-quality 
display. The higher the rate, the more faithfully movement 
is perceived.

Since we suppose (for the moment) that rendering a frame 
is independent from other frames, this FPS merely serves to 
define the maximum render time we have for each frame, 
or, from an opposite viewpoint, if we estimate the computer 
power needed to render a frame, we can easily scale it to 
what we need for each second of animation.

As stated above, we have a static scene, extended with an 
acceleration structure, that is, any kind of spatial index that 
serves the purpose of reducing the time to intersect a ray 

with the whole scene. The time to intersect a ray with the 
scene is critical, depends on the acceleration structure and 
can be estimated for each structure. We show an example for 
a uniform spatial subdivision scheme.

The Holographic Monte Carlo Path-Tracing (HMCPT) 
flow can be described succinctly with a simple procedure: 
bounce a ray into the scene, accumulate the loss of light 
intensity on each bounce (defined by the surface material 
properties), and, when the ray finally hits a light, multiply 
light intensity for the accumulated loss factor to obtain 
what finally arrives at the pixel.

From a more formal standpoint, the algorithm can be 
detailed by the following steps (see Fig. 4b):

For each pixel on the SLM
For each sample of illumination desired on the pixel

– Step 0: Initialize accumulated reflectance to 0.
– Step 1: Choose a sampling direction over the hemi-

sphere on the pixel and define the ray to shoot into the 
scene as first step in the path.

– Step 2: Repeat until ray stops bouncing 

1. Step 2.1: Trace ray into the scene, finding intersec-
tion point with the geometric model.

2. Step 2.2: Eval the BRDF at point of intersection, and 
accumulate it.

3. Step 2.3: Decide whether to stop or scatter the ray 
based on BRDF.

4. Step 2.4: If ray scatters, define scattering direction 
depending on the BRDF and go to Step 2.1. If it 
does not, bounce ends and exit the loop to Step 3.

– Step 3: Trace a shadow ray to light source to check if it 
is not occluded.

– Step 4: If it is not occluded, calculate direct light con-
tribution times accumulated reflectance.

– Step 5: Define the wave U(�) with origin in the first 
intersection point of the path and direct light from Step 

Fig. 4  Schemas for MCPT (a). 
For HMCPT case (b) each SLM 
pixel acts as an observer
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4 as amplitude (Eq. 5), propagate it to the pixel and 
accumulate it with Eq. 8.

Total Time in HMCPT

The total time of the HMCPT THMCPT process will be the 
sum of the time spent in the various steps in the algorithm 
above. If we suppose that all pixels (in number P) are 
calculated with the same number of samples (let it be S), 
the total time for rendering one frame can be estimated as:

(where each time Ti is the time needed to complete step i), 
and for a full second of animation at F frames per second:

In other words, all the paths must be generated (time T1 for 
Step 1) and for all paths we must check whether the light 
source is occluded (time T3 for Step 3) at the end and accu-
mulate the light source contribution (times T4 and T5 ). Esti-
mating time T2 for Step 2 is slightly harder, as the number of 
iterations depends on the random decision of whether the ray 
bounces or not. For the rest of the discussion we will focus 
on the time needed to render just one of our independent 
frames.

Time T2 is a function of the number of bounces a path 
makes on the scene, also known as the path length. This 
number can vary for different paths, but we can make a 
statistical estimation of its average length for the full holo-
gram rendering.

If we define � as the average probability that a ray 
bounces on a surface, it will depend on average scene 
reflectivity and transmittance. Such a number can be eas-
ily estimated from material properties.

Let us imagine that we shoot all rays from the SLM at 
the same time. At the first step, we launch N = P × S rays 
from the pixels on the SLM. If all the rays bounced the 
same number of times (k), the total number of rays NB that 
we must bounce and trace into the scene would be

with l = 1 + k as the path length. As rays will only bounce 
randomly or not bounce at all depending on � , paths have 
not the same length. After the first bounce, only �N rays will 
remain “alive” on average. After the second bounce, only 
� × �N = �2N rays will stay. After k bounces, the number 
of alive rays can be determined as �kN . Therefore, the total 
number of rays we should trace to evaluate all paths in the 
SLM calculation will be:

(16)THMCPT = (P × S) × (T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5)

(17)THMCPT ,F = (F × P × S) × (T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5)

(18)
NB = N + k × N

= (1 + k) × N

= l × N

As the number of times that a path can bounce in the scene 
is theoretically infinite, the estimated number of rays when 
k goes to infinite is:

We can define lavg =
1

1−�
 as the average length of the paths, 

so

The total time for HMCPT can be then estimated as

Times related to evaluation and sampling of the BRDF 
( T1, T2.2, T2.3 and T2.4 ) are usually very short compared to 
the time to trace a ray into the scene, which is the most 
computer–resource consuming task in any algorithm using 
ray tracing as a sampling method. If we call this trace time 
Tt and neglect all other times in our equation, so T2.1 = Tt 
and T3 = Tt , total time can be reduced to

Time Tt is dependent on the kind of acceleration structure 
used to speed up the intersection of rays and scene geometry 
(voxel grids, BSP, trees, etc.). An estimation of this cost can 
be seen in Appendix A.

Image Reconstruction from Synthetic Digital 
Holograms

This section contains details of both the synthesis of digi-
tal holograms and image reconstruction from them. Image 
reconstruction can be handled both in a laboratory with a 
physical SLM and on a computer by means of a numerical 
simulation. Simulation in CGH implies visualizing how it 
will look when shown on a real SLM device. The goal is 
to generate a synthetic hologram (computer calculated, not 
registered) and compare the visualization from a physical 
SLM device and the simulation obtained from our pipeline.

(19)

NB = N + �N + �2N +…+ �kN

= (1 + � + �2 +…+ �k) × N

=
(1 − �k)

1 − �
× N

(20)NB =
1

1 − �
× N

(21)NB = lavg × N

(22)

THMCPT = N × T1 + NB × T2 + N × T3

= N × T1 + (lavg × N) × T2 + N × T3

= N × (T1 + lavg × T2 + T3)

(23)
THMCPT = N × (lavg × T2.1 + T3)

= N × (1 + lavg) × Tt
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Hologram Synthesis

First step is hologram synthesis. Based on the theoretical 
method exposed in "Math for Hologram Synthesis" section, 
specially in Eq. (13), light wavefronts are calculated for dif-
ferent 3D scenes, and its interference pattern is calculated 
on the SLM plane.

As the interest in preliminary steps focuses merely on the 
correctness of the simulation, a point mesh approximation is 
used as a first test case (some points in the scene are selected 
as wave sources), and models are chosen in such a way 
that the need for an occlusion check (HSR, hidden surface 
removal, as it is commonly known in computer graphics) 
is simple enough or even unneeded. More complex scenes 
will be tested later.

The final result of the synthesis step is the interference 
map at the SLM plane, which is mainly a rectangular array 
of complex numbers (phasors). Depending on the capabili-
ties of the physical SLM used, the information for module 
and/or phase for this map is stored, usually as gray-level 
images on conventional standard image files, such as JPEG 
or PNG. These images can be later fed to the SLM to recon-
struct the scene wave front.

Physical SLM Setup

Our physical setup includes a HeNe laser, standard optics 
to expand and collimate the light, a beam splitter to illu-
minate the SLM (Pluto by Holoeye™), a polarizer and a 
camera without a lens. The laboratory setup can be observed 
in Fig. 5.

The absence of a lens in the camera allows capturing the 
wave front exiting from the SLM directly, without the inter-
ference caused by any other optic equipment. The sensor 
plane in the camera intersects the wave generated by the 
SLM. The focus can be set on a specific plane so that the 
geometry out of this plane will look out of focus.

The SLM is loaded with the data stored in the previously 
described interference map and illuminated with the coher-
ent light source (laser), and its wave front is registered on 

the camera sensor and stored as an image file. This step 
makes it possible to verify the correctness of the hologram 
generation procedure.

Simulated SLM setup

In the simulated SLM workflow, the wave coming from the 
hologram must be propagated to a virtual camera sensor. 
Without any loss of generality, we can set our virtual sensor 
parallel to the plane of the SLM (as in the physical SLM 
setup), so propagation is just a convolution with the Kirch-
hoff diffraction kernel. This convolution can be carried out 
by means of Fourier transforms. The steps are as follows:

– Calculate the outgoing light wavefront at the SLM plane
– Transform both wavefront and diffraction kernel to the 

Fourier space
– Multiply in Fourier space
– Transform back to physical space

Although both transforms and multiplications can be time-
consuming tasks, use of FFT and optimizations for multi-
core CPUs and GPUs can bring times to acceptable levels. 
The simulation result is also an image, which can be com-
pared to the one captured by the camera in the physical SLM 
workflow.

Results Comparison

Some examples are used to verify the correctness of the 
simulation pipeline. They range from simple to more com-
plex models to check how the system behaves with respect 
to the common holography pitfalls described in previous 
sections. The results of the physical SLM setup reveal issues 
such as diffraction of SLM borders, speckle and higher order 
images, among others.

Figure 6 shows a wireframe cube. It is used as a simple 
enough scene to check geometry sizes, effect of camera sen-
sor position on focus, and SLM behavior with a number of 
wave sources that is not so high. Even in this first image, 
out-of-focus geometry is seen correctly, showing a depth-
of-field effect, not due to aperture or focus of the camera 
optical system of (there is none, as described in 5), but to 
the propagation of the wave front.

A wireframe sphere is shown in Fig. 7. It depicts higher 
point density but is still arranged on a wireframe fashion. 
Out-of-focus lines are even more evident at the back of the 
sphere.

Figure 8 shows a monochromatic solid quad that is 
slightly tilted with respect to the camera. The quad is 
rendered with different sampling resolutions (16 and 256 
points per side) in order to test aliasing problems when 

Fig. 5  Basic experimental setup for hologram visualization. L.P: light 
path, (1) collimating lens, (2) first surface mirror, (3) beam splitter, 
(4) SLM/Hologram plane, (5) CCD camera (R.I.A., Real Image Area)
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point density becomes so high that it reaches SLM limits. 
Out-of-focus areas can also be observed at the top and 
bottom corners. In both the physical and the simulated 
SLMs, the effect of the artifacts appearing due to the 
limitations imposed by the SLM resolution is clearly 
observed.

Figure 9 shows a textured quad that is slightly tilted with 
respect to the camera. The quad is rendered with a high sam-
pling resolution (128 points per side) to test the effect of 
high spatial frequency in scene illumination information. 
Again, some issues related to bandwidth and diffraction 
efficiency appear in the real image. We conclude that, to 

Fig. 6  Images of a synthetic 
hologram of a wireframe cube 
visualized on a physical SLM 
versus a simulated SLM

(a) SLM output (b) Simulation output

Fig. 7  Images of a synthetic 
hologram of a wireframe sphere 
visualized on a physical SLM 
versus a simulated SLM

(a) SLM output (b) Simulation output

Fig. 8  Images of a synthetic 
hologram of a solid quad, 
meshed with 16 × 16 points 
(upper row) and 256 × 256 
points (lower row), visualized 
on a physical SLM versus a 
simulated SLM. Main diagonal 
of a and b images intersects 
with CCD camera plane and can 
be observed on focused points. 
Figure c and d shows the limits 
of SLM resolution: There are 
artifacts on both real and simu-
lated images

(a) SLM output (b) Simulation output

(c) SLM output (d) Simulation output
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introduce more powerful image synthesis techniques (such 
as HMCPT), current SLMs cannot reproduce the informa-
tion involved on a high resolution (both in space and in 
color) hologram.

Towards HMCPT Based Holograms: A First 
Approximation

Figure 10 shows a synthetic scene (a model of a simple 
chess game board) calculated using HMCPT methods, and 
the simulation results for two virtual SLMs. Figure 10a is 
a scene recreation: chess under simple illumination condi-
tions. This image is generated using a preliminary version 
of the HMCPT formalism described in section "Holographic 
Monte Carlo Path Tracing (HMCPT)". The use of this final 
HMCPT image may result in a hologram that can be dis-
played or simulated via the standard ray-tracing methods 
described in section "Fundamentals of 3D Imagery Display", 
which have already been applied to other previous figures.

Figure 10b shows the SLM output using the basic setup 
in Fig. 5. There are several issues related to the limits of 
our SLM characteristics (dynamic range and spatial band-
width) and others that are inherent in coherent light (such 
as speckle). We should note that there is not an exhaustive 
analysis of diffraction efficiency yet; this work is focused 
only on image formation.

Figures 10c and d show the simulation results. There is 
overlapping between orders due to scene size (which can 
be observed in the SLM image as well), but they help to 
understand the behavior of complex synthesized holograms.

We propose a first step to try to understand, and imple-
ment accordingly, the operation of a virtual SLM. To do this, 
we build a simulable mathematical model of the system, 
which collects its essential parts, involving variables, param-
eters, formulas, relationships, diagrams, etc. In this way, we 
can predict its behavior, which is currently impossible for 
certain types of problems and resolutions such as the one 
presented in this paper.

Fig. 9  Images of a synthetic 
hologram of a textured quad 
visualized on a real SLM versus 
the simulation to show the 
limits of the real SLM. Figure 
a shows the limits of real SLM. 
Lenna image can be recovered 
but it appears with a lower 
contrast due to SLM modulation 
calibration and other effects, 
such as speckle

(a) SLM output (b) Simulation output

Fig. 10  SLM and simulation 
behavior for a complex scene 
rendered with a basic HMCPT 
algorithm: a Recreation of a 
chess game (including a short 
depth of field) to show the scene 
to be calculated. b SLM output 
showing several issues: limited 
dynamic range and spatial 
bandwidth, speckle, or lack of 
calibration of physical setup 
(c and d). Simulated images 
for scene using 256 (c) or 512 
(d) resolution sampling over 
the scene. In both the real and 
simulated images, overlapping 
between diffraction orders can 
be observed

(a) 3D scene recreation (b) SLM output

(c) Simulation output: 256 samplig (d) Simulation output: 512 sampling
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Our goal is also to use configurable virtual SLMs, such as 
the one proposed, to perform a computational approach to 
achieve photo-realistic computer-generated holograms using 
Monte Carlo path-tracing methods. It is a first approxima-
tion to generate realistic scenes and it allows us to estimate 
the computing effort they involve. In our approach, we have 
decoupled the two systems by applying MCPT to generate 
an image and then used that image to generate the synthetic 
hologram and its visualization through the virtual SLM.

Table 1 shows the computer effort needed for hologram 
synthesis and simulation of the example scenes in this work. 
We show the number of point sources (waves) used for each 
figure. Since each interferogram pixel must be calculated 
using all the wave sources, the number of point-wave sources 
used should be conceptually equivalent to the number of rays 
per pixel shot in conventional image synthesis. To under-
stand the computation time, we must think that a hologram 
with 4000 sources is “equivalent” to an image rendered 
using 4000 rays per pixel. The most complex model shown 
(Fig. 10d)) based on HMCPT uses about 500,000 waves (or 
rays) per pixel. CPU and GPU synthesis times are related 
to the cost of propagating all the sources to the HP. Finally, 
column SIM shows the time needed to propagate the wave 
from SLM to the (virtual) CCD plane image, which is more 
or less the same for all tests, because all the images use the 
same FFT size (a full-hd 1920 × 1080 resolution image, 
padded to a double resolution 3840 × 2160 size to avoid 
cyclic convolution).

Conclusions and Future Work

In digital holography, and for simple scenes (dots, lines, 
etc.), computing needs increase significantly, starting with 
more demanding calculations than in synthetic images. 
These calculations arise from the need to know the interfer-
ence pattern in a hologram recording plane (i.e., the diffrac-
tion pattern that an SLM must present to a reconstruction 
beam).

As in synthetic images, in which photorealism plays an 
increasingly relevant role, applications requiring computer-
based holograms demand scenes that are indistinguishable 
from reality (holo-realistic if we mimic the conventional 
photo-realistic term applied to traditional high-quality ren-
dering). Again, the computational effort increases signifi-
cantly, and strategies must be established to optimize this 
computational cost to obtain the desired image quality.

This work focuses on how a synthetic scene illuminates 
the SLM plane, proposing an algorithm based on holo-
graphic Monte Carlo path-tracing techniques (HMCPT). 
Thus, each beam originating from one single laser source 
of illumination travels through the scene and interacts with 
several surfaces until it reaches the SLM plane. Amplitude 
and phase information must be carried and the BRDF func-
tion must be defined for each surface.

In particular, this work makes the following contributions 
are the following:

– It extends the IBR continuum: Fig. 1 shows rendering 
types for synthetic images (from [21]): Solid lines are 
related to established techniques and dashed lines show 
the approximation in this work, including computer-gen-
erated holograms

– The principal reasons for this effort are: (a) holographic 
displays mimic natural eye behavior from the point of 
view of convergence and accommodation, which allow 
us to predict them as future devices when the current 
technological and manufacture limits are overcome (b) 
holography allows several observers to see the same 3D 
scene, placed on different points of view, without chang-
ing the information on the SLM display. Restrictions will 
be saved.

– It recapitulates basic holography principles, the limits of 
holographic display, and presents an example of actual 
SLM technology, and the parameters needed for future 
display.

– It presents our holographic Monte Carlo path tracing and: 
(a) theoretical total computation time for a static frame, 
one order of diffraction and one laser source (see For-
mula 23). The total computational cost, THMCPT , consid-
ers the cost as the sum of several terms related to the cost 
of tracing rays into the scene, and the summation of wave 
front complex amplitudes in the SLM. (b) An estima-
tion of the time based on the average length of the paths, 
see Formula 19. And, (c) the time for an example for an 
acceleration structure used to speedup the intersection of 
rays, see Appendix A.

– SLM state of the art has been evaluated to display com-
plex scenes. Bandwidth limits have been observed, both 
for real and simulation images. The use of simulators 
of 3D scenes that cannot yet be displayed has been pro-
posed.

Table 1  Images simulation time cost (ms)

Sources: number of scene points. CPU: synthesis time using CPU 
(Core i7-4790 @ 3.60GHz). GPU synthesis time using GPU (nVidia 
GTX 1060). SIM scene simulation time (wave propagation from SLM 
plane to image plane)

Figure Sources CPU GPU SIM

Fig. 6b 1536 40853 1838 1073
Fig. 7b 15840 394336 16157 1075
Fig. 8d 65536 1589932 66802 1104
Fig. 9b 65536 1636757 67202 1082
Fig. 10c 116480 – 135398 1073
Fig. 10d 465920 – 496128 1077
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– Following the successive refinement methodology, the 
simulated SLMs have been observed to behave suffi-
ciently similar to the real system, as has been demon-
strated in the results that we have already obtained and 
shown.

– Our goal has been to incorporate sufficient image realism 
elements as well as simplicity of development and calcu-
lation time. To do this, we demonstrate that our virtual 
SLM serves as a close approximation to the real SLM 
system and that it can incorporate most image character-
istic aspects, and we have developed a calculation system 
for generating the “real image” .

The total computational cost, THMCPT , considers the cost as 
the sum of several terms related to the cost of tracing rays 
into the scene, and the summation of wave front complex 
amplitudes on the SLM.

Future Work: Inherent Issues of Computer 
Holography

Diffractive optics has its own rules and object wave front 
quality depends on the following holographic display key 
parameters that affect the computation cost that would be 
included in total time cost.

Simulators for synthesized 3D scenes: Designing and 
displaying scenes with photo-realistic quality, for example 
complex illumination patterns, involves devices that are not 
yet on the market. Simulation techniques are useful tools 
for evaluating them. We propose combining, in a single 
simulator, the virtual SLM and the realistic image genera-
tion model based on the MCPT technique, whose level of 
complexity for system programming is orders of magnitude 
higher than our current approach.

Diffraction efficiency: It is mandatory in 3D display appli-
cations for the main diffracted order to obtain all the input 
energy. Scalar theory predicts an ideal diffraction efficiency 
� for continuous variation of the phase profile ( �� ), in other 
words, continuous variation of the refraction index ( �n ); 
however, in an SLM there are discrete phase levels, and � 
depends on the number of phase levels M. For 8 phase lev-
els, the diffraction efficiency is about 95% , whereas for 2 
phase levels (binary gratings) it is only 40.5% [8]. Therefore, 
in a first approximation, 64 subpixels (82 pixels) would be 
needed for every pixel considered in the digital hologram, 
increasing the calculus cost by a factor of almost 100.

Full colour holography: The use of several light 
sources multiplexed to obtain the adequate color effect 
implies the calculus of several holograms (one per light 
source) and multiplying the computation time by in the 
same factor.

Multiple illumination sources: As real scenes have several 
illumination sources, obtaining holorealistic synthetic scenes 
requires including them in the calculus. Again, multiplex-
ing techniques are the right way, but they increase the time 
computing cost again.

Speckle: Speckle has a statistical distribution in size 
and intensity and it is associated with highly coherent 
light sources, both spatially and temporally. Consequently, 
speckle removal techniques essentially involve applying low-
pass filters (e.g., median) with image enhancement or using 
multiple references waves to superpose various speckle field 
distributions [10]. Again, we must pay a cost (in terms of 
computing time) to remove this effect.

Inherent issues due to digitalization: The digitization of 
holograms introduces its own characteristics, which limits 
the quality of the scene formed. In fact, the use of scan-
ning techniques (required for digital modeling of a syn-
thetic scene) necessarily involves defining a finite pixel 
size. Reproduction by a hologram (e.g., SLM) also means 
defining the digital device pixel size of this device and the 
separation between adjacent pixels. Finally, we must also 
consider that the size of the SLM also influences the final 
quality [12].

Appendix A: Cost Analysis of Ray Casting 
Algorithm

Given a geometrical scene S defined by K number of objects 
oi or primitives, the technique of ray casting is performed 
using a uniform spatial subdivision acceleration scheme. 
Being C the set of subdivision cells ci , the general expres-
sion for the time cost to trace N rays into the scene, as is 
showed in [24] is

where Tb is the time to build the acceleration structure, N is 
the number of rays and Tt is the time to trace one ray into the 
structure, or cost function.

The cost function can be defined as

On the right term, T0 is the time to initialize a ray, NC is the 
number of cells that are visited in average to find the inter-
section, 

∑NC

i=1
p(ci)Ts is the cost of stepping though cells and ∑NC

i=1
p(ci)�(ci)Ti is the cost of explicit intersection test.

The average number of cells NC needed to traverse to find 
an intersection point, depends on several parameters of the 

(24)TS = Tb + N × Tt

(25)Tt = T0 +

NC∑
i=1

p(ci)Ts +

NC∑
i=1

p(ci)�(ci)Ti
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structure. As an example, [24] shows that in average, time 
Tt can be estimated as

(26)
E ⟨Tt⟩ = T0 +

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 +

3LrN
1

3

C

2V(�)
1

3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦�

Ts +
�

NC

Ti

�
K +

3D(�)(NC)
1

3

V
1

3 (�)
+

3SA(�)(NC)
2

3

4V
2

3 (�)
+

3V(�)(NC)

4V(�)

��

with all parameters depending on features of the speedup 
structure.

The full set of paremeters involved in this calculations are 
detailed in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
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copy of this licence, visit http:// creat iveco mmons. org/ licen ses/ by/4. 0/.
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